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-Martonair:

Mf649

4/2 Piston Valves
:'-J";

Foot operated

Port size

-kil

B.S.P.

Operating pressure: 2-10 bar
Cv. factor: 0·52
Operating temperature:

-20°C to +80°C.

These valves have been specifically designed for foot
operation and incorporate various features particularly
suited to this type of application. The low overall
height, large pedal dimensions and reduced operating
force and movement have all been incorporated to
eliminate operator fatigue.
To minimise piping theyhave a com mon exhaust port
and all ports face away fram the operator to keep the
piping out of the operator's way. In practical terms
these features compare very well wit h those of electrical
foot switches.
When the pedal of the M/649/99
is depressed the
valve is actuated and returns to its original position to
complete the cycle when released to achieve the same
operation as our -/9 and -/1 09 versions in other ranges.

M/649/99

Type

Description

M/649/99
M/649/119

Pedal pilot pressure release operated, air return.
Pedal pilot pressure release set, pedal pilot air
return reset.

On the M/649/119
the mechanism remains in the
operated condition whilst the pedal returns to its original
position. When the pedal is depressed- a second time
the valve mechanism reverts to its original condition.
These valves can also be used as 3/2 valves by plugging
one of the outlet ports.

In this position a light
spring keeps the bleed valve
closed allowing the pressure on the differential
piston head to overcome
the pressure at the other
end, connecting the inlet
supply '1' to cylinder port
'2'. Cylinder port '4' is
connected to exhaust port

When the air on the large
end is bied oft the pressure
at the smali end switches
the valve to connect the
supply air' to cylinder port
'4', cylinder port '2' being
connected to exhaust.
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Pedal pilot pressure release operated,
air return.
Operating force required on pedal:
13·5 N. at 2 bar
22 N. at 10 bar
Oepression of the faot pedal operates a simple bleed
valve which exhausts the air on the top of a differentially headed piston. A constant air pressure on the
smaller end of the piston is then able to reverse the
piston. When the pedal is released, the bleed is shut off
and the pressure on the large end of the piston overcomes that on the smali end to return it to its original
position.

2 Fixing Holes
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M/649/119
Pedal pilot pressure release set, pedal
pilot air return set.

34
~5'8
Recommended inlet pipe size is 8 mm 0.0. or equivalent.
If smaller inlet pipe is connected, consult Martonair
Technical Sales.

Operating force required on pedal:
35 N. at 10 bar
On the M/649/119 the bleed is alternately opened and
closed by a rachet device when the foot pedal is
actuated. Thus each operation requires a positive ~
depression of the peda!.

Installation instructions
M/649/99
lQd_
60

Remove the setscrew in the pedal, the pedal spindle
and the pedal itself. Insert cap head fixing screws in the
fixing holes and secure the valve to the fixing surface.
Replace the peda!. pedal spindle and setscrew.

M/649/119
Oisassemble as -/99. On re-assembly ensure that the
pawI is correctly engaged wit h the ratchet and return
spring correctly located.

58,5

7 holes clearance
for M6 thread.
3 counter-sunk
as shown.

To avoid accidental operation, these valves
should be installed in protected positions.
Thickness 4 millimetres

Mounting plate
Mounting plate QM/1149 is available for mounting the
valve in circumstances which prevent fixing in the
normai manner. 3 Hexagonal socket head countersunk
steel screws, M6 x 1.x 10 mm. long are supplied .
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3.2.149-2

Ali dimensions in mil Iimetres.

Dimensions and technical intormation shown were correct at the
time ot going to Press, but due to continued improvements
equipment may vary slightly trom the details shown above.
Certified information available on request from our Technical
Sales DeDartment.

